
 

Timbr.ai named a Gartner Cool Vendor 
Timbr.ai, a leader in semantic graph data management solutions, announced that it has been named a 

Cool Vendor in the recent Gartner® report on Cool Vendors™ in Data Management1. 

“We consider our inclusion in the report a validation of our approach to simplify data analytics using 

semantic graph technology and help data-driven organizations to build their self-service data 

consumption layer.  Timbr renders conventional data integration methods obsolete, as they have 

become too complex, rigid and slow” said Amit Weitzner, CEO of timbr.ai. 

He added that “timbr.ai delivers the most innovative technology in the knowledge graph - data 

management landscape, enabling an integrated semantic, harmonized view of all the data in cloud and 

on-premises databases. We continue to innovate while we execute on our product roadmap to expand 

our solution’s capabilities and deliver a truly revolutionary product that will change the way 

organizations transform data into knowledge”. 

About Timbr.ai 

Timbr.ai (WP-Semantix Ltd) is the developer of the Timbr semantic graph data management platform. 

Organizations use Timbr to semantically model data powered with reasoning capabilities, to simplify 

data consumption and empower users with the fastest, most agile delivery of advanced analytics across 

multiple and varied data sources, without need of special skills or even knowing where or how the data 

is stored. Timbr brings the power and features of knowledge graphs to the SQL ecosystem, over any 

cloud and on-premises database, enabling for the first time integrated, ubiquitous semantic reasoning 

and graph features. Timbr’s modules and technology are licensed as a comprehensive data management 

platform and are also available on the basis of OEM licenses. 

Timbr, “SQL Knowledge Graph”, “SQL Ontologies”, “Semantic SQL” and associated marks and 

trademarks are registered trademarks of WP Semantix Ltd. 

Contact:  

Tzvi Weitzner, CSO 

cfo@timbr.ai 

 

1 GARTNER, “Cool Vendors in Data Management”, Philip Russom, Ehtisham Zaidi, Jason Medd, Eric Thoo, Robert 

Thanaraj, June 01, 2021. If you are a Gartner subscriber, you can read the full report: 

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/4002075-cool-vendors-in-data-management. 
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